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Art reflects transcendent insights of
physics and sometimes lead to a revision




This Thesis explores the language of paint
through cosmic consciousness. It is a creative
exploration inspired by the structures of universal
energy in a time-space continuum. Everything is a
reflection of itself in a holographic relationship.
From atoms to galaxies, there is a constant
evolution of matter cycling in space.
I investigated four areas; cosmos, energy,
chaos, and dimension. Their properties seem beyond
comprehension, yet artists create language for
which there are yet to be
words.1
With paint and
metaphor, I have attempted to broaden my own
concept of reality.
1
Ait and Physics. Parallel Visions in Space. Time, and Light, by Leonard Shlain, WilliamMorrow & Co.,
New York, NY, 1991.
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This is not a science project but a spiritual
journey that has illuminated my creativity and
infused my energy. It has been a lifelong path
that is resonant throughout most of my work.
Whether sculpture, painting or photography, it is
all connected to one question; what is life?
I am haphazard and experimental when I paint
I intentionally destroy and rebuild as I tear down
a painting, then paint over, again, and again. It
is an explosion of sudden and relentless bursts of
energy, then onto another canvas, spastic and
sensitive within minutes. This rash aggression
frightens both myself and my art. However
maintaining this emotional state keeps my work
fresh and intuitive.
In order to paint my true perceptions, I must
paint
"not"
consciously. That is, I must be
unconscious of myself. This is where creation
begins with no end.
"To study [Buddhism] is to study the
self. To study the self is to forget the
self. To forget the self is to be
enlightened by all things. To be
enlightened by all things is to drop off
our own body and mind, and to drop off the
bodies and minds of others. No trace of















"If you are a poet, you will
see clearly that there is a cloud
floating in this sheet of paper.
Without a cloud there will be no
water; without water the trees
cannot grow; and without trees,
you cannot make paper. So the
cloud is in here. The existence
of this page is dependent on the
existence of a cloud. Paper and
cloud are so close.
-Thich Nhat Hanh, Zen Master
There is a cyclic relationship with all
things. Energy is constantly taking different
forms. Life, as we know it, is merely a hologram
of eternity, experienced in "parenthetic
continuum". The seer sees the spirit that exists
in everything in
creation.2
And that is my role in
painting.






As destruction and creation balance, so does
art. Within a painting, positive matter and
negative space complement each other's boundaries.
"continuum", "void", and "force", test this cosmic
unity.
In my first painting, titled "continuum", I
began questioning cosmic origin. Whether everything
is intertwined, as small transient pieces of a much
larger puzzle. My inspiration was fueled by an
indelible image of my sister's ashes seeping into
the lake. An eerie light of sea-foam green fell to
the bottom and radiated out. Three curious fish
swam up to inspect the invasive cloud. An
image of
unrefined simplicity, that insisted upon a
transcendence into paint.
I fervently completed the work in a matter of
days, relying upon my intensity to capture the
picture's venerated essence. As I worked the
paint, I used large flying strokes to translate the
potent metaphor. Life gracefully moves through a
sea of continual and fluid change. Reflected light
descends into mysterious depths as death is pulled
into a dark unknown place we cannot see or
understand.
Because memory failed me on specific details,
I also utilized a
"bad"
photograph as a reference.
Spatial relationships and design elements were
borrowed from an experimental photograph that was
taken for the purpose of aesthetic possibilities.
The painting came quite easily compared to
subsequent works. I think due to its large size
and the nature of its design.
"void", an etching I include in my thesis, is
a strong linear piece, that describes cosmic unity
as well. In this case, intermingled leaves overlap
and disintegrate into transparency. Their
decomposition fades into a woven tangled mass.
This denotes their passing into a new mysterious
realm. My objective was to intuitively capture the
waning spirit.
Deeply etched lines accompanied by loosely
applied soft ground textures encompass the entire
square frame. This senseless orientation of
erratic line makes for a chaotic sense of
naturalism. The alternating solidity shifts, as
the positive and negative coordinates become
ambiguous. A yellow relief roll over cadmium
green, helped the image maintain its active linear
qualities, and lively, optimistic complexion.
This design originated from a haphazard play
of lines drawn while viewing a mass of tangled
leaves. The initial and apparent lines were
quickly sketched into the hard ground within
minutes. This combined with several experimental
textures layered with burnishing brought about an
outcome that is randomly unified, contained within
a wavering linear framework.
"force"
originated in the woods. A place of
magnificent longevity shaped in tall vaulted linear
states. They are the sanctuary of the cosmos. To
depict them, one must be true to their spirit.
Their omniscience is comforting; the force of the
cosmos .
This picture began predictably, with green
leaves and brown tree trunks. But through a
series or radical changes, the piece ended up
upside down with iridescent red, black, and blue
streaks lining the trees.
The relationships studied here relate to all
things, in all situations. Even painting itself is
not removed from the cycles of creation and
destruction. It is the universal continuation of
life as one. There is a structural law, a cosmic
principle by which perceptible forms are sustained,
and which governs the processes of transformation
in all things. This can be realized only because
the center principle manifests itself through man
in the same ways as it does through a flower or a
star; in it we may discover our cosmic commonality-
our cosmic
community.3
Much like a hologram, we
reflect the cosmos in our bodies, in our thoughts,
and in our art.




















"...Let us think of other things,
like sunshine. Sunshine is very
important because the forest
cannot grow without sunshine. So
the logger needs sunshine in order
to cut the tree, and the tree
needs sunshine in order to be a
tree. Therefore, you can see
sunshine in this piece of paper
-Thich Nhat Hanh, Zen Master
Energy connects all things. In painting, I
found the energy both within an object as well as
the surrounding space, equally important. Neither
one exists without the other, as energy migrates
between them. So, atmosphere is not empty, and
matter is not necessarily full. Energy flows
within speculative boundaries. With this, I




is an up-close and lyrical inspection
of a small white swan feather. The quill vibrates
in the negative space. Iridescence invades the
bold object which stands regal and erect, while
glimmering color translates the mystic spirit of a
feather.
Here again, a painting which took several
layers of differing subjects before finding its
final image in a feather. The earlier paintings
became its negative space.
"matter"
was designed to look inside
apparently solid objects, like rocks, in order to
see their relationship with energy. Our time
dictates slowed energy within rocks. But viewed in
continuum, their energy is transient as well.
This painting depicts a large rock wall
with
primarily muted shades. Rocks
that are somewhat





organized with an orthographic presentation. The
relationship both within and between the rocks
exemplifies unified energy, and the spaces are much
like the time between thoughts.
"The mind abides where there is no
abiding. . .when the mind is not abiding in
any particular object, it is not abiding
in the dualism of good and evil, being and
non-being, thought and matter; it means
not to be abiding in emptiness or in non-
emptiness, neither in tranquillity or
non-
tranquillity. . .this is truly the abiding
place of the
mind."4
This painting's transparent layers describe
its many stages of change. Originally another
subject that underwent rapid emotional distress
leading to its final restful state. This period of
furry and change is very important because I create
what I don't know. It happens fast and seemingly
beyond my control, thus adding to my apprehension.
One can see through the rocks to the under
painting, as bold outlines depict great rounded
4
An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, by D.T Suzuki, Grove Press, New York, NY, 1964.
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into the shadows to bring individuality to each
rock. They feel cold and warm, smooth and hard,
solid and transparent. Like life, things are not
necessarily as they are perceived.
"gravity"
relates the effect of energy forces
upon an object. An imposing feather illustrates
this seemingly weighted object. Its downward
orientation pulled tight against the base of the
painting is seemingly ironic due to its weightless
function. This powerful energy associated with the
force of gravity is the glue of cosmos and the
barometer of time.
I began with a more colorful view, but as I
became intrigued by the bold bands of black and
brown, I vigorously incorporated my linear drawing.
In these examples, I have examined the effect
of energy in all things and
tried to convey this by



















"...And if you look more deeply,
with the eyes of a bodhisattva,
with the eyes of those who are
awake, you see not only the cloud
and the sunshine in it, but that
everything is here, the wheat that
became the bread for the logger to
eat, the logger's father-
everything is in this sheet of
paper. . .
"
-Thich Nhat Hanh, Zen Master
The impact of chaos on our reality is
impossible to fully comprehend. Yet chaotic
patterns govern life. Initially it looks like
chance, but whether anatomic or universal, definite
chaotic patterning unifies existence. I
investigated this structure, and our inability to
view this essential part of our reality in the




is a large painting of objects merely
dropped on the floor. Their seemingly random
design was their final orientation in the painting.
Even certain aspects of the floor were included.
Such chaotic decision making is a greater part of
the creative process. As Renoir once said to
Matisse, "When I have arranged a bouquet for the
purpose of painting it, I always turn to the side I
did not plan."5
Like previous paintings, this one brought with
it some difficulty in deciding what it wanted to
be. In near desperation, I quickly painted over
what was now three paintings, grabbed three
feathers, and let chaos choose. Then I just reacted
to what was simply there with combined painterly
brush strokes and ruffly drawn lines.
"focus"
is a self-portrait that speaks of the
inability to focus on our true reality. It is
3
Spaceshots. The Beauty ofNature Beyond Earth, by Timothy Ferris, Pantheon Books, New York, 1984.
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difficult to understand that existence is based on
chaotic principles. This painting depicts such
frustration and melancholy. As the face contorts,
it strains to see through the surrounding chaotic
ambiguity.
"relativity"
represents two rocks presented so
close, they are cropped at the edge, and lost from
sight. A sea of turquoise surrounds their
surrealistic reflections. This analogous metaphor
displays the unreachable truth. The mind is
limited and divided against itself. Instead of
grasping the secrets of creation, the mind is
hopelessly buried in the relativity of things,
making it unable to view the whole
world.6
Kant
writes, "It cannot be expected, that one could
have
a perfect insight into the relation which is the
magnitude of the world into that of the order
and design in the world to the highest wisdom, and
'
An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, by D.T. Suzuki, Grove Press, New York, NY,
1964.
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that of the unity of the world to the absolute
unity of a Supreme
Being."
I originally began looking at images from space,
particularly Jupiter. Unintentionally, I used the
same unusual chaotic patterns in swirls of
turquoise, white, and charcoal to portray these
small earthly rocks.
Chaos is a universal concept utilized in the
creative process. As one paints, one must
recognize the freedom of chaotic rules that bind


















"...This paper is empty of an
independent self. Empty, in this
sense, means that the paper is
full of everything, the entire
cosmos. The presence of this tiny
sheet of paper proves the presence
of the whole
cosmos."
-Thich Nhat Hanh, Zen Master
Solids are bound by bigger forces in the 4th
dimension, which is an unfamiliar power of movement
in an unknown medium, but related to the former,
known to us by an orderly sequence of
evolution.7
Our preconceived ideas bring limitations to the
dimensions we know. To embrace a higher dimension
is to transcend into the 4th dimension where space
and time collide. Since the beginning of this
century, nearly every modern
movement has shared
some concern with this subject. Belief in the
'
A Primer ofHigher Space, by Claude Bragdon,_Omen Press,
Tucson Arizona, 1972.
fourth dimension encouraged artists to depart from
visual reality and reject the one-point perspective
that portrayed the world as three dimensional as
idealistic philosophy supported artists in
proclaiming a higher reality that they alone could
intuit and reveal.7
Dimensionally conscious, I
created metaphors of "time", "space", and "past".
"time"
is a painting of water, its
transparency and reflection analogous to the
segments of time. Underwater rocks of past reflect
the light of sky, and shine through the thick fluid
mass of present. The future being the reflection
of atmosphere not yet envisioned because it is not
perceivable. Time is manifested by our limited
perception of space manifested as
time.8
Past is
washed away by inevitable present, and pulled by
the tides of future.
The Fourth Dimension & Non-Euclidean Geometry inModern Art, by Linda DalyrympleHenderson,
Princeton University Press, Lawrenceville, NJ, 1983.
A Primer ofHigher Space, by Claude Bragdon, Omen Press, Tucson, Arizona, 1972.
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This subject really challenged me. It
utilized my dimensional thought, as well as my
technical abilities. I wanted the painting to
remain fresh, so I repainted it many times. The
original idea was to simply paint a waterscape, but
as I continued to paint, I became as interested in
what was under the water as the reflection on top
of the water and the transparent thickness in
between .
"space"
is a coil drifting in and out of
dimensions. Active paint strokes connote a
transient atmosphere of timelessness. Its shape
holds the intrigue of a universal, unidentifiable
form. The negative space invades the object with
the fourth-dimensional properties of space/time
movement .
Because of lack of knowing what to paint, I
reached for a wooden coil from a crayon, and
painted that. I found the shape familiar to
20
nature, and so I began painting another close-up
view. At the time, I had a red crayon in my hand,
so I used that without much thinking. Then I
painted in and around it with big energetic bursts.
"past"
is a quiet painting about forgotten
time. Its subdued bluish tint seem weathered as if
it were soon to fade. The linear language is
questionably flat, as if it were but an unreliable
image from memory. Its ethereal qualities cause
one to translate time in space, as a fleeting
moment that may exist as a simultaneous continuum
of fourth dimensional events.
I let myself emotionally react to this little
shell and made tribute to the simple beauty as I
painted its graceful curves and shimmering pastel
light. Blue crayon stripes each contour, as subtle
coral hues resonate from within.
These painted poems analogize dimensional
consciousness. If we attempt to understand our
21
relationship to the larger landscape of the cosmos,
perhaps we can better understand creation.
"We may suppose that in some way unknown




dimension; that they are in reality
three-
dimensional projections or cross-sections
of higher solids traversing our space. We
may conclude, indeed, that our physical
bodies are such projections of higher
bodies -still our own- and that our
essential selves have their home in planes
of being, the nature of which, by the
limitation of our consciousness to
three-





But my thesis is not complete. It is a life
long journey of transcending my art. Cosmic
consciousness is a spiritual belief that within
spaceless timelessness is where creation finds its
origin. Cosmos, energy, chaos, and dimension give
continuity to our universe. Art is just another
dimensional plane in a four dimensional universe,
unique in that it is derived from places in thought
imagined, chaotic and unknown. The nature of being
and making art can be described as "Plunging
oneself deep into the abyss of the
"Nameless"
and
taking hold directly of the spirit as it is engaged
in the business of creating the
world."9
As others, I have found beauty in nature.
Keats once wrote that "Beauty is truth, truth is
beauty". Although it cannot be readily explained,
9
An Introduction to ZenBuddhism, by D.T. Suzuki, Grove Press, New York, NY, 1964.
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the origin of creation is found at this point of
question. Here, I have developed a painted
language that I am just beginning to understand.
As Georgia O'Keeffe did, I echo my belief in
the power and imperishability of nature. I hope to
find the same ideal of beauty -harmony,
proportionality, simplicity, and elegance
paralleled in Eastern thought, where even the
smallest everyday things are assigned significance.
As she did, my thesis has begun to develop a
language of repeating certain patterns, forms, and
images, rephrasing them in new variations and
combinations in order to render the visible and
divine harmony which embraces all
beings.10
Georgia O'Keefe .Flowersin the Desert, by Benedikt Taschen, Hohenzollernring 53, Koln, 1995.
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